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ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY – THE EXHIBITION
Documenting artistic expression of 20th century artists  
over a lifetime for the broaDer community
ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY is an intergenerational arts legacy project that connects aging professional artists with teams of graduate students to undertake the preparation and preservation of 
their creative work, offering both groups an educational experience that will help shape the future of our cultural legacy (www.creativeaging.org/artcart).
the project grew directly out of research by the research Center for Arts and Culture. published as 
AbOVe GrOUND, this study of 146 professional New York City aging artists revealed that artists are, in 
many respects, a model for society, maintaining strong social networks and an astonishing resilience as 
they age. Yet 61% of professional visual artists age 62+ have made no preparation for their work after 
their death; 95% have not archived their work; 97% have no estate plan; 3 out of every 4 artists have no 
will and 1 in 5 has no documentation of his work at all. 
With academic input from a Columbia University-wide partnership including graduate programs in Arts 
Administration, Art education, public Health, Social Work, Oral History and Occupational therapy, in 
2010-2011, a dozen student fellows spent the fall learning about working with the aging, ageism and 
stereotypes, health promotion, environmental studio assessments, wellness promotion, oral history 
techniques, and mastering Gallery Systems embArK software. In the spring, interdisciplinary teams of 
fellows each working with a single artist, provided six artists ages 68-93 with direct, hands-on support and guidance to manage and preserve their life’s work. Each artist had a working partner to assist and learn with him/her.
this exhibition is the culmination of a pilot project whose essence lies in the works themselves which 
are as varied as the artists, but also in the life stories, the experiential learning and the portrait of the 
older artist as a model for resilience, tenacity and a lifetime of meaningful work. As a 93-year-old artist 
interviewed in AbOVe GrOUND said, “Art is what makes me live.”
As the only institution of its kind in the country dedicated to collecting systematic information and data 
on individual living artists, the research Center for Arts and Culture is uniquely prepared to facilitate the 
essential documentation of older artists’ work. With its current data on over 200 aging artists and over 20 
years of cumulative data on artists of all disciplines and ages, the rCAC has collective information to help 
justify and determine artists’ needs, and a substantial platform of existing partnerships and resources on 
which to build. the project will establish a replicable methodology and a comprehensive toolkit for the 
implementation of Art Cart in other communities throughout the country through a collaboration with the National Center for Creative Aging.
Joan Jeffri, Founder and DirectorART CART: SAVING THE LEGACYResearch Center for Arts and Culture
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BETTY BLAYToN
For the most part my work is informed by metaphysical thoughts and their influence on my life’s 
journey. I am concerned with the concept that thoughts are living things, influencing life’s process 
and giving meaning to being and becoming.  the intent of the work is first to be engaged in self-
reflective thought and meditation and second is an attempt to engage the viewer in these same 
processes.  my paramount visual concerns are with compositions that incorporate color harmonies, 
movement, the juxtaposition of forms, texture and sometimes themes, for the creation of positive thought processes. The images presented here were chosen in an effort to show diversity using paintings and monoprints.
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Elements of Consciousness Emerging
2010
Acrylic on canvas
40” x 40” 
Reaching for Center 
1970




Giclee from monoprint 
22” x 30” framed
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Garden of Isis #3
2004
Giclee from monoprint
22” x 30” framed
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FELLOWS’ STATEMENTS
Danielle Katz | Master’s Student in Occupational Therapy
Although each group member had individual roles, we all worked collaboratively to accomplish the goal 
of documenting the artist’s collective portfolio.  During this process, I learned a great deal from each 
group member.  through the oral history and informal interaction during our sessions, the artist spoke 
about her life.  Not only did she share her history but also, through the history, I was able to gain insight into her process and motivations.  
From my mentors, I learned that it is okay to ask questions and to seek supervision.  this is a collaborative 
process, not just between the groups, but also between the mentors and individuals/groups.  because 
of the nature of a pilot program, the process was egalitarian and collaborative, which created an 
environment that encouraged communication, respect, and forward thinking.  
Kimberley Mackenzie | Master’s Student in Arts Administration
Art Cart has been an incredible learning experience, in every sense of the term. Our group, including my 
Fellow partner from Occupational therapy, the artist, her working partner, and I have spent many hours 
together on the process. though much of our time together was spent on seemingly basic tasks, like 
photographing works and inputting data into the embArK system, we absolutely learned much more than these documentation skills. one major element for all of us was learning how to work cooperatively 
and efficiently together as a unit, while still each accomplishing our individual goals. We had some set-
backs, including difficulties communicating and defining each of our roles in the process, but ultimately 
I feel that I have a better understanding of how to manage relationships while accomplishing work effectively. 
From my Fellow partner, I have learned an incredible amount about occupational therapy. When Art 
Cart first began, I didn’t understand the field, and even in class sessions on the topic, I was unable to see 
how it would really come together as an effective component of the project. but my Fellow partner was 
able to share with me, as well as the artist’s working partner, and the artist, the ways that occupational 
therapy really affects our day-to-day lives.
the artist’s working partner has brought a lot of excitement, motivation, and hope to our partnerships. 
Other than the technical expertise he has, which was certainly beneficial and taught us a lot, he has 
many exciting goals for the artist’s work. At times when the artist felt daunted by the tasks that were 
ahead of us, her partner was ready to go full-speed and presented the “big picture” to her time and time 
again, which helped keep her motivated. He plans to continue the documentation process with the artist 
after we leave, as well as using what we’ve done to help market her work.
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EVA DEuTSCH CoSTABEL
I get my ideas by walking on the streets of NYC and observing people and the environment. my topics 
relate to my experiences in the Holocaust and my life in NYC for the past 61 years. I am also keenly 
interested in the biblical history of Israel where I feel I have my spiritual roots. most of my work, at 
its core, is derived from my emotions and my experiences.
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EVA DEuTSCH CoSTABEL
Still Life - Thinking of Klimt
2006





















Danielle Long | Master’s Student in Arts Administration
It is incredibly fulfilling to have spent so much time with one person’s work: to see and understand how 
it has morphed over the years and to see it in its entirety.  It’s thrilling to make connections between 
her commercial packaging, textile, embroidery, china, and silverware design work and her exploration 
of abstraction and to know when she switched to oil, to metallic colors, to neon colors (and why they remind her of her home).  And then there’s the awe of arriving at her apartment every week and seeing a completely new work in front of me.
the artist has been a continual example of perseverance and extraordinary will.  In some ways, her 
artistic life is just beginning.  With the Art Cart project and her recent gallery showing, she has a drive 
to document, to organize, and to develop her pr materials all in the interest not of preservation of her 
life and history- though of course the Art Cart program does that- but to provide her with the tools she needs to promote and sell her work.  It’s the dawning of a new era for her.  
the matching of myself as fellow to this artist has been doubly significant for me as it comes at a time 
when my own grandmother has been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. I see the similarities in her and my 
Nana in every visit – from the kind of lives they lived in europe before the Holocaust – to their unabashed creativity and joy for life.  The similarities have made some moments more emotional and painful than 
others, but they have also afforded me great amounts of comfort and understanding.  
Sadie Rubin | Master’s Student in Social Work
When I first joined Art Cart, I had expected to complete the project having gained knowledge on art 
documentation and preservation; I had not expected, however, to leave with an understanding of and 
an appreciation for a woman who lived through the Holocaust and overcame the gender barriers of the 
1940s to work as a package designer in the United States. being able to hear from eva her experience 
having survived the camps was something that I will remember forever. She is a survivor in so many 
respects and she has endured many hardships, only to come out as an incredibly strong and independent woman through it all.
the Art Cart project provided me with an experience in the field of aging that I had not yet experienced: 
one of vitality and success. my previous experiences in the field have been limited to work in nursing 
homes and while these experiences were unique and educational, they provided me with a narrow view 
of working in the field of aging. Now that I have had the opportunity to work with someone who is in all 
regards an exceptional model for aging, I understand the diversity within the field of aging, and am able 
to better position myself as I enter the professional world. 
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RAY GRIST
Since realizing that a painting is simply a surface with paint on it, my efforts are just to make paint-
ings.  I don’t necessarily need to re-present something, like a landscape or still life.  rather I want to present a painting.  
my works are often called “abstractions”.  but, I refute that.  my paintings are real.  One meaning of 
the word “abstract”: to extract or remove (something).  
When I do a portrait or still life I am abstracting the image of the person or objects, and re-present-
ing these on a surface as a painting.  When I make my paintings I am not re-presenting anything. 
the object I am making is the painting itself.  Since the images I make don’t re-present objects, but 





24” x 24” 
Playing With The Grid #12, 2009, Oil on masonite, 18” x 24”
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Julia Malta-Weingard | Master’s Student in Arts Administration
A morning in the artist’s studio is a welcome respite from the fast-paced chaos of New York City; a rare 
opportunity to slow down and share over an extended period of time.  
We are freed to wander through narratives at our own pace and within our own unique chronology. 
Some of the stories provide the clear foundation on which the artist’s paintings are based; others seem to have taken root and grown from within the artwork.  Between these and the current projects he 
works on, the conversation weaves back and forth between a story from the past sparking an update from the present and in turn recalling a moment from the past. 
From a country quinta in the North of portugal, to military time, to art school, to a farm in New england, 
to a real estate journal, to a cramped office on the Lower east Side, I leave the studio visit wishing I had 
brought along a tape recorder.  I puzzle over these new stories and their place within the larger timeline 
of his earlier life the entire subway ride from his brooklyn studio up to my classes in morningside 
Heights. Later that night, corresponding via email to set up the logistics of our next session together, 
his electronic signature – animated with a single exclamation point—conveys his enthusiasm and easy-
going, reflective nature perfectly: Life is Good! 
Paul Nikolaidis | Master’s Student in Social Work
the Art Cart fellowship represents one of the most rewarding educational experiences in my life. I 
learned what it means to be an artist and had the rare opportunity of understanding a collection of art work through the eyes of the artist.
We all knew that the documentation process would be easy for our team to tackle, but none of us could 
fathom the richness of the process. through the Art Cart project I learned about the artist’s art, his 
life, his inspirations and his aspirations. Working with him was an opportunity to learn from not only 
a true master of the visual arts, but also a great thinker, a philosopher. In fact, he began his career as a 
professional artist with a philosophical question, “What is a painting?” each week, I looked forward to 
learning more about the artist’s past and listening to his visions for his future. We often connected on 
thinking entrepreneurially about ways that he could leverage the Art Cart experience to advance his career. 
the Art Cart project was also very important in building on my knowledge of social enterprise and the 
field of aging. After this experience, I can say with certainty that aging artists are models for productive 
aging, and that they hold many of the answers to questions in healthy aging.
ART CART: SAVING THE LEGACY
DIANA KUrz
While I have always been primarily a figure painter, I have also worked from landscapes. the pieces 
in this Art Cart exhibition trace the evolution of my approach to landscape as subject over a period 
of about forty years. my work reflects the various places in which I lived.
paris Window View (1966) is one of a series of paintings and drawings done when I was living in 
paris with a Fulbright Grant. During that year I shifted from painting abstractly to painting from 
direct observation of the world around me. the large windows of my paris studio faced a courtyard 
and rooftops, and I was interested in the shapes and color and light of what I saw before me.
rocks, brook, boulder (1975) was inspired by round rocks that had almost human shapes. I taught 
in boulder, Colorado during several summers in the 1970s, and often went into the mountains to draw from nature. I preferred working with pastels for their tactility and immediacy. Each drawing was completed in a single session. 
From the Studio, Vienna #1 is the first of many works on paper I did in Vienna in 1997, when I had 
a VCCA-Austrian Government grant. I lived in a studio on the 12th floor with a wrap-around balcony 
overlooking the city. the Vienna hills could be seen in the background. In my drawings I eliminated 
details in order to allow the eye to move back into space in a rhythmic fashion. It was challenging 
to find order in the seemingly haphazard jumble of rooftops and buildings on the small winding streets.
Haleakala Study #12 (2003) is a pastel study for a large painting.  A visit to Haleakala, a volcano in 
Hawaii, was the catalyst that inspired a series of pastels and large oil paintings that preoccupied 
me for several years. these works, done from imagination, photos and memories, are not factually 
realistic but rather express my sensations of being in this other-worldly landscape, different from any other I had ever seen 
Haleakala, early morning (2003) is an oil painting based on a pastel study. Seeing the sun rise over 
Haleakala was an extremely moving and spiritually charged experience, leaving a profound and in-
delible impression on me.  this painting expresses through color and form my feeling of the world 
being born or created. 
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From the Studio , Vienna #1
1997
Pastel and wash







Acrylic on linen 
18” x 15” 




9” x 12” 
Haleakala, Early Morning
2003 
Oil on canvas 
40” x 48” 
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Elizabeth Berkowitz | Doctoral Student in Art History
examining the majority of an artist’s oeuvre—in person—is a profoundly moving experience. Art 
represents not only guideposts of a professional trajectory, but also signifiers of life, tangible expressions 
exemplifying specific moments in a personal narrative. the systematic organizational method of Art Cart 
provided a seemingly neutral shade, as the documentation process enabled a non-threatening access to 
personal, and perhaps painful visual memories. Deciding among the embArK subgenres—prioritizing 
exhibition history over creation location, or an image’s biographical significance over professional 
significance—turned cataloguing into a deeply personal exploration, and became an opportunity 
to collectively examine those aspects of artistic production the artist most valued. the intimate link 
between an artist and her life’s work, between her thoughts on life and the artworks signaling that 
life, made documentation choices opportunities for the artist to pause, reflect, and question. Watching 
the artist discover works she hadn’t seen in years brought out stories and memories about the time, 
place, and circumstances of creation, and a surprising recognition about how much, compositionally, 
remained consistent despite shifts in subject matter. It was a privilege to witness and be a part of that process. 
Leigh Ross | Master’s Student in Arts Administration
I have had a truly extraordinary educational experience. the two semesters of the Art Cart fellowship 
have been exciting, challenging, and ultimately very transformative. Our first classes were devoted 
to learning about the cultural and social factors that inform the aging experience and to examining 
the ways that creativity impacts quality of life. In these classes, I was surprised and impressed by the 
knowledge that my fellow students from occupational therapy and social work programs brought 
to the classroom, and by the way that the program’s mix of disciplines enriched the quality of class 
discussion. During this time, we also received instruction about the embArK database, practiced digital 
photography, and learned the basics of conducting an oral history, giving us a unique technical expertise 
as well as an enhanced understanding of aging. by the end of the semester, I felt fully prepared to begin 
documentation. the four of us grew to know each other quickly, and this made for a comfortable, fluid 
working dynamic. Our educational backgrounds proved to be complimentary too; for example, my 
Fellow partner’s knowledge of art conservation helped us to evaluate how the artist’s storage system 
might be improved, and my registrarial experience was useful in determining how we might format 
certain aspects of the embArK documentation. 
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CHINA mArKS
my drawings and sculptures are little dramas, full of pattern and life. they use appropriated imagery 
and text to realize complex narratives. process is the transformative agent, synthesizing and sub-verting the forms and stories contained in the original sources.
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Dogboy at the End of His Rope
1989
Pencil and oil stick on paper with collage
22” x 27” 
Love Will Find a Way, 2011, Fabric, lace, thread, silk-screen ink, fusible adhesive, 38” x 53” 
Compare and Contrast
1997 
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Vassiliki Giannopoulos | Master’s Student in Arts Administration
One of the most engaging aspects of Art Cart has been being in the presence of an artist. While China 
adamantly stressed the present, the documentation process gave us a passageway to revisit the past, 
allowing us to see the progression of an artist’s career, the connections between work of different 
periods, and ultimately, see it all come to fruition with the current body of work. this all was enlivened 
by the stories that China, as well as her working partner, rae, shared as we scanned slides and entered 
data, stories about China working on installations as a graduate student in Kansas City, as a Fulbright 
scholar in Nepal, and here in New York City, through one installation in which she met her working 
partner. As our project focused on digitizing slides, we did not work directly with the objects. One 
meeting of great excitement was visiting where China stored some of the sculptural work from the 
installations we had been scanning. Draped with plastic, hung against the wall and stored away in 
boxes, there was a certain loneliness in these objects that once stood as part of a unified environment. 
While wondrous in itself, seeing the work actually laid emphasis on the value of our documentation – 
being able to experience artwork in its original state, synthesized as the artist intended it. Some of the 
objects no longer remained, some had been stolen, others sold. the image is what has remained after 
long decades – a single reflection of an artist’s intent. 
Anna Shteyler | Master’s Student in Occupational Therapy
Upon meeting the artist for the first time, it was clear this was not the traditional oil-on-canvas elderly 
artist one may have envisioned. She has purple hair, wears jeans, sneakers, and a hoodie, and has the 
guts to redirect a class discussion so she can speak about artists’ rights and values.
throughout the Art Cart program, my Fellow partner and I developed a strong collaborative relationship. 
my partner taught me everything from using an imac, photoshop, and organizing audience-specific 
powerpoints, to how artist grants work, dealing with galleries, and laws protecting artists’ work. I was 
able to share my knowledge in lifespan theory, adaptive health strategies, environmental assessment, and ways of promoting wellness with older adults. Although our professions rarely merge in the 
business industry, we learned how co-dependent Arts Administration and Occupational therapy can 
be in working with an older artist. 
through storytelling, the fellows were able to share in the artist’s experiences, creating narrative of the 
journey beyond the work. It was incredible to realize the knowledge-base, bravery, and leadership skill 
required in being an artist. I found that being this artist entailed creating your own path in life; setting 
up the job descriptions and fulfilling both management and employee slots. It meant accepting the 
unknown and dealing with any possible outcome as it occurs. through validation of shared experiences, 
the team members were able to establish trust. 
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PETER RuTA
I am a landscape painter primarily. I love the visual world in all its complexity and variety of light 
and atmosphere.  I paint outdoors from the motif wherever possible. I often rework the same motif 
several times, as it reveals itself. I paint in oil on canvas and sometimes with gouache on paper. I 
don’t do preparatory studies. I plunge right in. I omit details and focus on what counts for me, the qualities of daylight. This approach to painting put me out of synch with my generation for a long time. I was never a sur-
realist, an Abstract expressionist, a conceptual artist. And although I was a refugee from Fascism, a 
combat wounded US infantry soldier in 1945, an opponent of many later wars, there is no overt po-
litical message in my work.  No message at all except the implied one: that the world is full of things 
worth looking at, and looking at again. 
I have painted in many places and each has left its mark on my work. my first long encounter with 
landscape was in Italy. I lived in positano, on the mediterranean south of Naples from 1952 to 1960, and painted the view from the terrace of my house. The whiteness of Italian fresco and of Mediter-
ranean whitewash never left my work thereafter. After a brief experiment with pop painting in New 
York in the ’60s, (works based on newspaper photographs) I returned to the “real world” and have 
never left it. In the ’70s I painted in Chiapas, in southern mexico, in the ’80s and ’90s in the wooded 
hills and arroyos of New mexico. Some of the rugged energy of the Chiapas woods and New mexican hills may have carried over into work done later in Rome and southern Brittany.
And from the mid ’70s till today, I have painted downtown New York, from the window of my 7th 
floor studio, from the 13th story rooftop of my building and from the 91st floor, North tower, WtC.
this show includes two examples of this work: a view of downtown New York with the construction 
cranes at brand new battery park City, and a look at manhattan from the 9lst floor, North tower, on 
a late spring afternoon in 2000, a privileged perspective I won’t have again. In recent years my feeling for the pictorial and poetic values of reality carried over into painting on a 
more intimate scale, in a long series of still life paintings, several of which are included in the show/catalog.  Indoor landscapes you could call them. 
I work every day of the week, morning and afternoon, but I prefer afternoon light and like to work 
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Rebecca Bourgault | Doctoral Student in Art EducationI came to the Art Cart program as a practicing artist and as a graduate student involved in research 
pertaining to the lives and creative practices of aging artists as these are remembered and retold in the form of life stories. Much of the process involved with the Art Cart fellowship was therefore familiar to me. I have spent countless hours in artists’ studios of all kinds and appreciate their idiosyncrasies. I am also familiar with the requirements of an artistic pursuit as it involves documenting and preserving works of art. The Art Cart project provided me with the privilege of working closely with a peer student/
team member, a mature artist and his partner, allowing me to develop a friendship of service and trust. 
through the process I became closely involved with the artists’ creative pursuits and their working 
methods. my roles evolved and multiplied with time. I was an assistant, an audience, a friend, a student, 
and a collaborator. there was a sense of simplicity and openness in the support we extended through the documentation of artworks as the relationship grew to encompass much more. When the project 
started I thought it was very much about a goal to be accomplished: that of documenting works of art for these artists’ legacy. It involved a lot more than work. It included developing relationships and learning to adapt to each other’s ways.
I have learned in my research on aging artists that as people age they become increasingly different from 
each other. We can make predictions about their health and cohort-specific culture but I find that the heterogeneity of their characters is salient and is what matters most in the relationship we develop. This 
is what became the great learning of this experience and in some ways nothing could prepare us for it.
Caitlin LaRussa | Master’s Student in Occupational Therapy
When we first visited the artist and his working partner, his wife, it was a challenge to address Art 
Cart’s objectives, identify and address the artist and his working partner’s values/goals, and still work 
in a way that facilitated rapport building. At first, we focused on planning strategically to document 
the most work in the least amount of time. However, it quickly became clear that without prioritizing 
relationships and values, nothing of value would be achieved. the first thing we addressed was the issue 
of roles: the artist is incredibly agreeable and content, and quickly acclimated to the role of choosing the 
paintings, and helping staple them up to be photographed. He enjoyed taking time to reminisce about 
each painting, which we thought was incredibly valuable, so we wanted to take care of everything else 
in order to leave him time and energy to devote to revisiting and sharing his memories. During the first 
few weeks, my Fellow partner and I traded off photographing and entering data in embArK, but as the 
visits progressed, we began to have more defined roles: I did most of the work on the computer while 
my Fellow partner photographed most of the paintings.
through this experience, I learned so much about navigating different personalities, and about creating 
a cohesive, functional group around an objective. the artist, his working partner, my Fellow partner and 
I are all incredibly different, but I think that through spending time with each other and really being 
open to listening to each other, we created a system that took advantage of each person’s strengths. this 
was also a practice in flexibility. there were many times that things did not go as planned, but as the 
semester progressed, we all became more flexible and more able to adapt to each new situation.
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FACULTY AND WORKING PARTNER QUOTES
“Art Cart work has been consistently useful to me. For example yesterday a local curator told me she 
loved peter’s mexican work and wanted to see more. thanks to embArK, I can send her a CD in a zip.  I 
also have showed people peter’s studio and the endless rolls of paintings, on the picasa web portraits 
of artists, a number of times.” 
— Suzanne ruta, Artist’s Working partner
“this program can potentially serve as a model of interdisciplinary teamwork for any community 
group.” 
— Janet Falk-Kessler, Director and Associate professor
programs in Occupational therapy, College of physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University
“the relationships between fellows and artists, and new histories co-created in the interviews, are vital 
contributions to a study of the past as well as documentation of positive models of aging.” 
—  marie L. Scatena, Adjunct
Oral History master’s program, Columbia University
“In so many intergenerational projects there is an uneven playing field—either the older people are 
bringing ‘wisdom’ to the younger people, or the younger people are bringing ‘technology’ to the older 
ones. the collaborative team aspect of Art Cart, the deep sharing of artists’ histories and the shared 
preparation of their legacies, cuts through all that.”  
— professor Joan Jeffri, Director 
research Center for Arts and Culture, National Center for Creative Aging
“the interdisciplinary and intergenerational aspect of the program was uplifting for all involved.” 
— patricia A. miller, Special research Scientist
programs in Occupational therapy, College of physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University
“elderly people are a growing body of the population of this country, so how they make these later years 
fruitful and professionally engaging for themselves should be of concern to all of us, because we’re all 
moving in that direction.” 
— professor Judith m. burton, Director 
program in Art and Art education, teachers College Columbia University
“For the first time, artists are able to write their own histories.” 
— ting Olatunji, Artist’s Working partner
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A NOTE ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
the Art and Art education program and the macy Art Gallery are pleased to co-sponsor this very 
special exhibition that opens our new 2011-2012 season. the mandate of our Gallery is to bring to 
the university community works of art that represent a wide spectrum of ages, interests and talents. 
this year we will promote work by internationally known practitioners, local artists, adolescents 
and infants and toddlers. to this spectrum of endeavor we now embrace the artworks of a group of 
seniors who are both exhibiting artists and participants in a tC research study on the challenges of 
aging in the twenty-first century. this exhibition reminds us that the visual arts play a vibrant and 
critical role in human life and culture across the life span. moreover, in opening their lives and work to us these artists make urgent our need to keep the arts alive in education so that others may meet the challenges of advancing years. 
We thank you for being our guides and for sharing your artwork with us.
Judith m. burton, DirectorProgram in Art & Art Education
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